Senior Test Engineer
We are on a mission to transform insurance through the power of technology. Our next generation SaaS platform
provides a single architecture that is uniting and strengthening the industry. Products, markets, channels and
insurance parties come together seamlessly across all geographies. It is a new and exciting model, and it’s shaping
the future of insurance.
Our Singapore office needs a Senior Test Engineer to help us achieve our goals. You will be focusing on creating
a high level of quality delivered to our clients and work to strengthen our internal and external testing execution,
management and reporting capabilities and assist in building and maintaining proper documentation required by
our customers.
Internally you will work cross functionally with the product team during the test of products, our platform team
during the tests of platform configurations, integrations and new capabilities, our Chief Product Owner and Client
service Directors for reporting and arbitration and our Business analysts for knowledge transfers and clarifications.
Job profile, skills and experience
• End to end testing of insurance products loaded on platform: pricing, underwriting, servicing, policy
documentation, fees, claims, reporting
• End to end testing of new platform capabilities
• Management of internal and customer facing test plans
• Participation to releases notes and platform documentation
• Participation to customer support activities
• Cross project bug reporting and testing coordination
Technical Capabilities:
• Hands on functional testing and test automation experience within an insurance, SAAS, software
development or consultancy firm (at least one)
• Product documentation and Customer Support experience
• Test Planning and Documentation
• Testing Tools and Techniques
• Basic programming and Scripting experience
• You are both creative and intellectual in your approach to testing and problem solving
• Ability to work independently and within an environment where the answers are not always given, but
created by you
Our culture, your future
Working for Uncharted, you will be joining a global team with an exciting future. We are moving fast, taking
technology to the limits, and reshaping the world of insurance. There’s a creative energy and determination about
everything we do, a collective commitment to transform an industry that is conservative, and tradition based.
That is why we need people who can share our vision, people with the conviction and qualities to make a real
difference. Can you rise above the ordinary and the average? Do you have the drive and ambition to take insurance
technology to new levels?
•
•
•
•
•

You thrive on challenges and are never short of ideas and insights
You see problems as opportunities to create something better
You are confident working on your own initiative but are a committed team member who knows that
great things can happen when the right people come together
You take pride in your work – and the company you work for – and love being part of an organisation that
has bold plans and innovation at its core
You never forget that innovation and customer needs are inseparable
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We are always keen to speak to people with backgrounds and experience that could be valuable to Uncharted. So
if this role isn’t right for you, but you have other skills to offer, drop us a line at careers@uncharted.global
Note: Uncharted will not accept unsolicited resumes from recruitment firms. Nor will fees be paid if we hire a
candidate for whom a recruiter has submitted an unsolicited resume.
We are an equal opportunity employer. Candidates will be judged entirely on individual merit.
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